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Presentation Notes
Hi, Good morning everyone.My name is Michael Rutherford and I’m an Instructor and PhD candidate in the Department of Biomedical Informatics at the University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences.Today I’ll be talking about the Tools TCIA have used to standardize zero-tolerance de-identification.



Introduction
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We’ll start with a quick introduction



TCIA Collections

• Radiology
• 70,420 subjects
• 169,567 studies 
• 79,682,647 images
• 31.4 TB of data
• Modalities 

• (CT / MR / PET / MG / US / SR / RT)

• File types:
• (DICOM / NIfTI / NRRD)

• 250 TB downloads / month

• Pathology
• 7,147 subjects
• 219,526 images
• 12.38 TB of data
• Modalities:

• (WSI / microarray / IFC
photomicrograph / raster)

• File types:
• (SVS / TIFF / NDPI / MRXS / 

JPG, HDF5, BMP)

• 25 TB download / month
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The Cancer Imaging Archive is a public image repository for cancer radiology.Our teams specialize in the collection, curation, de-identification, and hosting of cancer imaging.We house almost 200 collections total, 45 of which include pathology.For radiology:80M images from 70K subjects, For a total of 31 TB of data Which span multiple modalitiesAnd multiple file typesAccounts for 250 TB of data downloaded per month.For pathology:220K images from 7K subjects, For a total of 12 TB of data which spans multiple modalities and formats. And accounts for 25 TB of data downloaded per month



TCIA Workflow
• Submission

• CTP
• Aspera Faspex

• Curation
• Posda

• Publication
• NBIA
• PathDB / Eaglescope
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This is a high-level overview of the TCIA Workflow.(quick talk through workflow)



Submission
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Let’s start with a deeper dive into the Submission.



Submission
Submit Proposal

Monthly review by 
TCIA Advisory Group

TCIA Submission
and Curation Support

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Clients requesting to submit to TCIA must first complete the proposal form.Requests are reviewed by the TCIA Advisory Group on a monthly basis.Includes expert reviewers from: NCI Cancer Imaging Program, Cancer Diagnosis Program, Center for Cancer Research and Frederick National LabOnce approved a TCIA Submissions team supports the submitting site with imports, patient mapping, initial anonymization and transfer and.



Submission Tools
• Clinical Trials Processor (CTP)

• TCIA Submission Wizard
• Import Files
• Map Patients
• Anonymize Files 
• Transfer Files

• Aspera Faspex
• Box

Presenter Notes
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The tools used in our submission process include:A custom version of the Clinical Trials Processor (better known as CTP) which includes our TCIA Submission Wizard.The submission wizard walks clients through the processes of: importing files from their file system,Mapping patients to anonymized identifiersAnonymizing the files using TCIA customized CTP scriptsAnd Transferring the files to TCIA servers.In our process, CTP can only handle DICOM files, so more manual processes for mapping and anonymizing are performed for non-dicom files.These files can then be transferred using either Aspera Faspex or dropping them in our secure Box folders.



Curation



Medical Imaging
• DICOM

(Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine)

• Metadata (Header)
• Pixel Data

• Content
• Implants

• Recognizable Features
• Faces

• Embedded
• Burned-in Text
• Watermark

Rutherford M, Mun SK, Levine B, Bennett W, Smith K, Farmer P, Jarosz Q, Wagner U, Freyman J, Blake G, Tarbox L, 
Farahani K, Prior F. A DICOM dataset for evaluation of medical image de-identification. Sci Data. 2021 Jul 16;8(1):183. 
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Disclaimer – All PHI displayed from here forward is synthetic.As you all know, medical imaging is not always DICOM, but the same general principle applies. Private health information (PHI) or Personally Identifiable Information (PII) can be found in either the metadata or the pixel data.The metadata contains both structured and unstructured attributes which can contain text, numeric and binary values. The pixel data can have identifiable information in the content (such as implants or pacemakers) Or recognizable features such as facesOr embedded metadata like burned-in text or watermarks.



Posda

• Timepoint Architecture
• Worker Nodes
• Activity Workflows
• Visualization Tools
• Multi-format
• Multi-language

Presenter Notes
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Posda started life in 2002 as the Perl Open Source DICOM Archive by our friend, mentor, and recently retired colleague, Bill Bennett.It has continually morphed it into the tool it is today.While I could probably talk all day on the inner workings of Posda, let me just point out a few features before we dive into the deidentification process.Timepoint architecture:File edits create new files.Each file are unique and immutableAnd easily compared using a unique MD5 digestPreserve provenance of dataAbility to back out/replay editsAllows for continuous process quality improvementUse the concept of a timeline for each collection (described as “activities”)Worker Nodes:Worker Nodes ConceptPOSDA worker nodes provide a way to move background processes off the POSDA Server.Each node handles one background process at a timeYou can have as many nodes as you want (within reason)Nodes can be added/deleted dynamicallyQueues are also configurable, but less dynamicNote: A queue can contain many (potentially thousands) of background processes.Activity WorkflowsTimepoint ManagementPatient MappingDICOM ValidationStudy & Series ConsistencyVisual ReviewPHI ReviewPrivate Tag DispositionsBulk DICOM EditsAfter we had scalable bulk DICOM edits affecting tens of thousands (out of hundreds of thousands) of files, in hundreds (out of thousands) of DICOM series, we found:Sometimes the edits weren’t right (typos happen)It really slowed us down to go back and fixSo we had to find a way to to verify edits quicklyA little harder than you might thinkInvolves having a “smart” DICOM compareOperations HistoryMaintaining the history of operations on a collection basis.User Interface ParadigmsTraditional Web AppWorks well, but doesn’t scale for PHI scanStill used for Visual reviewDatabase Query Engine/Spreadsheet Execution EngineHighly scalable solution for PHI scanning and Bulk editsExcellent prototyping tool!But not intuitive for non-expert usersActivity Based/Workflow InterfaceMore intuitive for users.  Keeps high scalability.Enhances provenance preservationDistribution and ScalabilityScalability goes two ways:Run on large systems, handle big dataRun on small systems, be portablePosda addresses this using DockerInstalls on MacBook Pro (in about 15 min)Includes about 9 Docker containersPosda SummaryMature toolBased on real-world useHighly scalable, easily installed.Open source (Apache license).Can be used on MacBook Pro.®Activity WorkflowsTimepoint ManagementPatient MappingDICOM ValidationStudy & Series ConsistencyVisual ReviewPHI ReviewPrivate Tag Dispositions



DICOM Conformance
• DICOM Validator (DCIODVFY)
• DICOM Std. PS3.15 E.1
• Basic Confidentiality Profile

• Retain Safe Private
• Retain UIDs
• Retain Device Identity
• Retain Institution Identity
• Retain Patient Characteristics
• Retain Longitudinal With Full Dates
• Retain Longitudinal With Modified Dates
• Clean Descriptors
• Clean Structured Content.
• Clean Graphics
• Clean Pixel Data
• Clean Recognizable Visual Features
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TCIA conforms to the DICOM standard in two ways, we follow requirement and rules on a per tag basis and verify this using Dr. Clunies DICOM Validator.We also conform to the de-identification profiles outlined in the standard.We follow the basic confidentiality profile along with extra named options highlighted in Blue.----------------------------------------------------------------The default behavior of the basic profile is to require removal or replacement of all such textual descriptive attributes along with any data elements that are known to be direct or indirect identifiers as well as the removal of all private elements.Additional elements can be removed, replaced, retained, or cleaned based on various named options outlined in the profiles. Marked with red asterisks are the options used by TCIA.In the top table are the de-identification actions, and the lower table lists DICOM attributes with columns for the basic profile and named options with actions at the intersections.



Visual Review
• Kaleidoscope

• Mark viability (good/bad).
• Review series holistically 

(all images at same time) 
• Max, Avg, Min projections

• Pathology Visual Reviewer
• Invert, Contrast, Hue Rotation

• Other viewers 
(for deeper review and cleaning)

• Quince, OHIF (ohif.org)
• We use various external 

viewers as needed for testing 
purposes.
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For the visual review we use an array of image visualization tools to ensure the images contain no pixel PHI.The main tool for DICOM images is Kaleidoscope with enables curators to view the images holistically using maximum, average, and minimum projections.We’ve recently built a Pathology Visual Reviewer that enables inverting the image, and adjusting contrast and hue rotation.Internally we also support a home grown viewer called Quince and the well-known OHIF, but curators also explore images using external viewers as needed when issues arise that may work in one and not another.Slicer, Aliza, Mango, RadiAnt, Horos, MicroDicom, ImageJ, ImageScope, ObjectiveView



PHI Review

Edit template:
• Blue is supplied by PHI script
• Yellow is cut/pasted from report
• Green is supplied by Curation Mgr.
• Uploaded, ran, and changed confirmed

Scan report:
• Very large (thousands to >1M rows)
• Easily sortable
• Easily scanned by curators
• Suspicious items highlighted

Presenter Notes
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For zero-tolerance de-identification, eyes need to hit every instance of data.The PHI Review process produces a simplified report, easily scanned, easily excerpted, edits derived programmatically from excerpts.



Future Posda Development
• Improved File Format Support (Both radiology and pathology)
• Enhanced Defacing Tools
• Improved Pathology Curation Tools
• Enhanced Visualization Tools
• Improved Clinical Data Curation with Semantic Integration
• Improved Object Store Support
• Improved HPC Support



Publication



NBIA (National Biomedical Imaging Archive)



PathDB / Eaglescope / caMicroscope



Thank you!
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Thanks to everyone who is contributing to the midi effort and thank you all for listening.
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